
Human Behavior Genetics
Class #2



Welcome Back!
Reminders
● Check enrollment on BearFacts
● Potluck signup
● Homework: due at 4pm

○ General guideline: ~3-4 sentences/question
○ Grade for completion



Syllabus Review



The Syllabus





Split Up Into Groups



Behavior Genetics
The study of the influence of an organism’s 

genetic composition on its behavior and the 
interaction of heredity and environment insofar 
as they affect behavior.



What is environment?
What is behavior?



From Baker...
Behavior: 
Actions, personality, intelligence, thoughts, 
unconscious reactions, holistic responses, inner 
mental states, diseases, skills
Insects have it!



Pooh Bear’s Behavior
● Constant hunger
● Slow cognitive 

processing
● Probably high blood 

pressure, high BMI
● Possible substance use 

disorder



What is environment?
Landscape; Traditionally, SES, family 
upbringing & parenting style.

Can actually include anything other than genes! 
Molecules, social relationships, experiences.



Piglet’s Environment
● Hundred Acre Wood
● Presumable no family, but 

many friends
● Best friend is a selfish bear
● Much smaller than everyone 

else → constant anxiety, low 
self esteem



Behavior Genetics
The study of the influence of an organism’s 

genetic composition on its behavior and the 
interaction of heredity and environment insofar 
as they affect behavior.

Very broad terms!



What is heritability?



Heritability
Heritability is a statistical measure of the 

portion of trait variation that can be explained 
by genetics…

● For a specific population
● At a specific time



Back to Rectangles...



Lewontin’s Thought 
Experiment



Arthur Jensen, Race + IQ
● Huge proponent of IQ as a measure of 

intelligence
● Found the heritability of IQ ~ 80%
● Looked at IQ differences between blacks and 

whites
● What did he do wrong here?



Using Heritability Incorrectly
→ social darwinism & eugenics



What Heritability is NOT
● Heritability cannot be applied to 1 individual
● 100% Heritability does NOT mean genetic 

determinism
○ You’re still missing something crucial!



Heritability of Height
● White men in the U.S. - 80%
● Finnish men - 78%
● Finnish women - 80%
● China - 65%
● Africa - 65%

○ Why is heritability lower here?



From Scientific American...
Heritability allows us to examine how genetics directly 
impact an individual's height. For example, a population of 
white men has a heritability of 80 percent and an average 
height of 178 centimeters (roughly five feet, 10 inches). If 
we meet a white man in the street who is 183 cm (six feet) 
tall, the heritability tells us what fraction of his extra height 
is caused by genetic variants and what fraction is due to his 
environment (dietary habit and lifestyle). 



Group discussion
Did this challenge your conception of the 

influence of genetics?
What did you think before this class?



Just for fun...
Heritability of height for our class & families:

n = 58
29 males, 29 females

For stats lovers: How did we get our numbers?
Compare child’s height to average of parents’ 

height.
Heritability = R2



Class as a Whole:

R2 = 0.3524.
Heritability = 35%



Males:

R2 = 0.4687.
Heritability = 47%



Females:

R2 = 0.4911.
Heritability = 49%



Why does heritability increase when we 
look at just males/just females?



BREAK



Genetics Review
It’s all biochemistry!



What do genes look like?



Half Your Genes from Mom, 
Dad



Half Your Genes from Mom, 
Dad





The Central Dogma
DNA → RNA → Protein/Other Things

Proteins/Other Things do stuff.





DNA & Biochemicals →

Neurons firing; Muscle Movements; Autonomic 
Response; Thoughts; Emotions; Actions



The brain is cool! It does almost everything.



Main Takeaway
Genes, in some way, control what’s going on in 

your body. (Biochemistry)

Biochemistry, in some way, controls behavior.



Genes Don’t MAKE You Do 
Anything



That’s Why More Physical 
Attributes Have Higher 

Heritability
Height: ~0.8
BMI: ~0.75
Extraversion: ~0.4
Religiosity: ~0.15



Genes Provide the Map





Gene-Environment Correlation

Passive
Active

Evocative



Gene Environment Interaction
Monoamine Oxidase A: “Warrior Gene”



Can we relate this to PKU?
● Amount of Phenylalanine in diet, IQ



The Genomic Revolution
● Anyone can have their genome sequenced.
● What are the consequences of that?



TedTalk: Genome Sequencing
http://www.ted.
com/talks/richard_resnick_welcome_to_the_
genomic_revolution/transcript?language=en



Reminders:
Homework is up!
Debate question: 

Many studies identify genetically vulnerable 
twins at a young age, and then follow them 

throughout life. Overall, do you see twin 
studies as ethically sound practices? Are we 

just encouraging self--fulfilling prophecies and 
stigma?


